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Chem4Data License Keygen Free

Chem4Data Crack Mac is a simple, yet handy application that enables you to create a database of
chemical structures, elements, substances and medicine. Chem4Data Crack can store information
such as the chemical name, the IUPAC name, the CAS registry number, SMILES code, the solubility,
melting and boiling points, purity, molecular structure and weight, specific gravity, pH and physical
appearance. Users can easily browse through the database entries, add new ones and remove
existing records. Sorting, printing and exporting options are also available. You can also use
Chem4Data Crack as a handy calculator! Chem4Data features: =================== *
Simple Interface: Designed with a touch-first approach and use of a single screen layout. * Direct
data entry mode: Brief and easy to use. No need to set up an account. * In-app purchase of add-ons
available through the Google Play Store: * Export records to.csv and.eml formats (converts all
information to generic text format) * Sorting by column * Sort icons showing by: properties,
molecular structure, CAS registry number, solubility, melting and boiling points, element, molecule
weight, molecule formula, physical appearance, chemical formula * Sorting by: default, alphabetical,
ascending, descending * Support for quick data entry: new entries created by touching the Edit
button while in the text entry field * Support for IUPAC names, SMILES codes and CAS registry
numbers (only when the IUPAC name and the CAS registry number have been entered) * Support for
basic chemical property input: molar mass, atomic weight, specific gravity, solubility, melting and
boiling points, and pKa (titration curve) * Works with XLS, CSV or EML export formats (calculates
chemical names and CAS registry numbers, if they are added in the initial database entry) *
Completely de-identified input: all data stored in your Chem4Data database is completely de-
identified. No user ID, no pass-words and no tracking methods will be retained. * Export database to
USB * Documents files, into which information can be imported * Use of a free Google Drive account
to access user's accounts * Use of user's mobile data connection to access user's local files (if user is
not using a mobile data connection, the application will use user's Google Drive) * Add of multiple
entries via "Add

Chem4Data Crack+ Activation Key [Win/Mac]

Chem4Data has been developed to help you organize your chemical data in a simple to use manner.
Chem4Data provides a chemical database that is easy to use and free of charge. Chem4Data is a
tool that works in Windows 95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP. Version 2.2 adds SMILES support, drag and drop
support, improved database speed and many other enhancements. The program is an excellent tool
to help you visualize your chemical compounds and to find chemicals based on a specific criteria.
Chem4Data can also assist chemists in maintaining a chemical database; to keep records of
chemicals, reactions, calculations, and tests. Features of Chem4Data: - Import/export of structure
and test results (e.g. refractive index, solubility, pKa) - Import/export to various formats (ASCII,
chemical structures, molecular structure, SMILES, SDF, SDFM) - Searching (number of structures,
similarity, molecular weight) - Export to various formats (ASCII, chemical structures, molecular
structure, SMILES, SDF, SDFM) - Organize your structures based on custom attributes (e.g. melting
point) - Sort or print your structures/entries - Import/export to MS Access or Excel (smart filtering) -
Multi-language support - Display your data graphically (Graphical User Interface) - Draw chemicals in
3D - Illustrate the molecular structure of your chemicals (without editing of molecules) -
Import/export of chemical reactions - Import/export of calculated properties - Export/import of
calculated properties - Import/export of physicochemical properties - Import/export of theoretical
data - Auto-complete chemical names - Full-text searching - Import/export to Graphical User
Interface (GUI) - Import/export to ASP - Graphical user interface - 5 levels of zoom, name highlight,
legend, single step and multi step filtration - Import/export to Excel - Change color, font, width and
alignment of every field - Export/import to MS Access - Export to ASCII - Import/export to a variety of
SMILES - Export to a variety of SMILES - Import/export to an MS Access database - Import to an MS
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* Simple application that helps you create a chemical database. * Created by Vijay Kumar * Support
for over 30,000 chemical structures. * Recognizes a lot of CAS numbers. * Recognizes a lot of SMILES
codes. * Recognizes a lot of scientific names of elements. * Recognizes a lot of prescriptions. *
Recognizes over 1,000 natural products. * Recognizes a lot of solubility, melting and boiling points,
specific gravity, pH, and much more... NO WINNO NO LOSE: How to Make Money Online Not just Take
it Easy, Start a Business- Best way to start an Online business, get money at home, local and
international business and get paid in local currency. * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it
Easy, Start a Business- No Win No Lose method that doesnt involve you buying Ads in any website. *
Google Adsense and Adwords- Simple methods to get money. * Create a Profitable Business Online- *
Easy Online Business * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it Easy, Start a Business- Easy
methods to Get Cash Online, Wealthy in 1 business * NO WIN NO LOSE method, No Investment
Methods. * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it Easy, Start a Business- No headache method
to earn online. * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it Easy, Start a Business- No spending to
get paid, No spending for getting free traffic. * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it Easy, Start
a Business- Get paid to browse, just by browsing online * No more side jobs. * Get rid of your
household work. * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it Easy, Start a Business- No time
wasting, get paid for viewing Ads, No time wasting with Adsense methods. * How to Make Money
Online Not just Take it Easy, Start a Business- Best way to get paid online. * No more headache,
works anytime, anywhere. * Easy methods to make money. * How to Make Money Online Not just
Take it Easy, Start a Business- No limitations on earning, maximum earning, earn without spending,
get paid to view Ads, earn when you sleep. * How to Make Money Online Not just Take it Easy, Start
a Business- Huge earning methods, get paid to browse.

What's New in the Chem4Data?

- Generates database entries from the Merck Index, Drugs\Chemical formula, Chemical structure - A
simple but handy application that enables you to create a database of chemical structures,
substances, elements and medicines. - Organizes chemical data by chemical name, CAS registry
number, IUPAC name, chemical formula, CAS number, SMILES code, solubility, melting point, boiling
point, molecular structure, molecular weight, specific gravity, pH and physical appearance. - The
database contains the IUPAC name (both common and systematic), chemical name (common and
systematic), CAS number, SMILES code, molecular weight and the molecular structure and other
data - Allows addition of new chemical structures, accession numbers, IUPAC names, chemical
names, CAS numbers, SMILES codes, purity and solubility - Defines safety, physical properties,
including toxicity, hazard and allergy - Allows addition of existing CAS Registry Number, CAS number,
IUPAC name, chemical name, CAS number, SMILES code, molecular structure, molecular weight,
specific gravity, pH and physical appearance - Allows for easy sorting of chemical structure, CAS
number, IUPAC name, chemical name and molecular structure - Allows printing and exporting of
chemical structure - Allows you to fill in the information on the first chemical structure and then
generates the rest of the database from it - Allows you to filter out the records that you do not need -
Allows you to remove any record from the database - Allows you to generate an.xls file, containing
the database - Allows you to have a copy of all your data in the database - Allows you to install it on
your computer Chem4Data installation: 1. Install the program 2. Copy the directory containing the
program to your hard drive 3. If you are using Linux: Run the command:
/home//Desktop/chem4data/chem4data 4. If you are using Windows: Open the directory
chem4data/chem4data and double-click on chem4data.exe 5. Run the program to install the
database 6. A window will pop up, indicating if the installation was successful 7. To close the
installation window, click on the "Quit" button Chem4Data requirements: 1. You must have the
Internet connection to create the database 2. You will be able to see the "Are you sure" message
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System Requirements:

Memory: 2 GB (minimum) Processor: Intel i3 or higher (Dual core or higher recommended) Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 450 or better. Hard Disk: 2GB Additional Notes: Windows only. Read also: Difficulty:
Medium Tiny Death Star (TDST) is a fast-paced, one-on-one arcade style action shooter. You are a
small space station near a planet that is being destroyed by a large Empire ship. There is only one
way to survive: to shoot
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